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brilliant evocation of "the camera eye" in John Dos Passos's
novels.
Magazines generally remained firm under the Depression's
assault, gaining somewhat in circulation, with weeklies hold-
ing an edge over monthlies. Shrinking book sales combined
with the new leisure to the magazine's profit. True-story and
love magazines, opiates of escape, boasted in 1935 a total
circulation almost a third greater than in 1921; but another
supposed solace, the humorous weekly, failed conspicuously
to rally, standing by 1935 at little better than half its prede-
pression popularity. Aside from Ballyhoo's temporary suc-
cess, 4'laughing off'* this crisis fell short of the need. Religious
journals continued to wane, but popular science and me-
chanics held their own. Liberal and radical periodicals reached
a record high in 1931, lost nearly half their circulation in the
year ensuing, hit bottom in 1934, but climbed a little from
1935 onward.
Women's periodicals, their twelve million subscribers not
greatly reduced by hard times, continued to purvey romance
and sentiment with only small concessions to the rising tide
of economic and political debate. The first magazine exclu-
sively for men, Esquire, was begun in 1933. A later new-
comer called Scribner's Commentator presently assumed the
tinge of official Nazi propaganda, while a once reputable
veteran, the Living Age, fell into the clutches of Japanese
agents. On the other side of the totalitarian barricade the Areu;
Masses (suspended awhile in 1933) continued to take its cue
from Moscow*
Among the avant-garde in arts and letters, transition, best
known of the "little magazines/* survived till 1938 as the
darling of American exiles in Paris, and the Partisan Review,
set up in New York in the winter of 1933-1934, deserted its
rigid Stalinism three years later to reappear as the favorite
forum of such advanced aesthetes as William Carlos Wil-
liams, E. E. Cummings, Kenneth Patchen and Karl J. Sha-
piro* A strange fruit of Huey Long's regime in Louisiana was

